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Abstract. Two-photon absorption of photosensitive media can produce
interference fringes with double spatial frequency. This requires the em-
ployment of multiple-frequency beams, which interfere with one another
to produce a stationary image with double spatial resolution. The re-
quired beams were produced by frequency filtering of broadband radia-
tion from a cw mode-locked femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser (l
5790 nm) in a dispersion-free pulse shaper. Then the two multifre-
quency rays converged from opposite edges of a lens, focusing on
Kodak commercial film. The laser intensity was high enough to produce
a two-photon exposure. The doubling of the spatial frequency of the
interference pattern has been observed, but the contrast ratio of the
pattern was limited by competition from the more usual one-photon ab-
sorption. Laser pulse parameters for a single-pulse two-photon exposure
have been estimated. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1479706]
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Computers have been major driving forces of techni
revolution. Tremendous progress has been achieved
building faster integrated circuits with increasingly grea
density of their elements. The primary tool for transferri
circuit images from masks onto substrates is optical lith
raphy. The minimum possible pitch~spacing between ele
ments! is set by the wave nature of light. Particularly,
interferometric lithography,1 when two beams are made
converge at an angle 2u @see Fig. 1~a!#, interference effects
form a set of fringes with a spacings5l/(2 sinu). When
u→p/2, the minimum possible pitch goes tol/2—the so-
called Rayleigh diffraction limit. This is the minimum pitc
that can be achieved with linear~single-photon!
absorption.1 Hence, sources with ever shorter waveleng
are used to fabricate integrated circuits with smaller f
tures. Current technology employing 248-nm KrF excim
lasers is able to produce 180-nm features; changing
shorter-wavelength~193-nm! ArF lasers will lower the limit
to 130 nm.

Recently, experiments on two-photon exposure of p
tosensitive media~both photoresist and photographic film!
have been performed.2–4 One may ask whether two-photo
absorption can be used to overcome the Rayleigh crite
and improve the optical resolution. Consider the fringe p
tern produced by two coherent beams of wave vectok
(k52p/l), converging at angle 2u @see Fig.1~a!#. The dis-
tribution of intensity is given byI (x)511cosKx, where
K52k sinu. For the case of one-photon absorption the
posure doseD is proportional to the intensity, that is
D(x)511cosKx. This is a classical case of two-beam i
terference@see Fig. 1~b!#. When the absorption mechanis
is a two-photon one, the exposureD is proportional to the
square of the intensity: (Dx)5(11cosKx)253/2
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12 cosKx11/2 cos 2Kx @see Fig. 1~c!#. The interference
pattern consists of spatial harmonics with bothK and 2K
spatial frequencies. The resulting curve has narrower
tures than in the classical single-photon case, but the s
ing between maxima stays essentially the same:l/(2 sinu).

Recently, Yablonovitch and Vrijen5 have proposed a new
type of exposure arrangement to eliminate the middle te
(2 cosKx) and achieve a true doubling of the spatial res
lution. The idea was to destroy the stationary interferen
pattern corresponding to the linear image, while mainta
ing the one for the superresolution image. One of the c
verging beams has to consist of optical frequencyv0 alone,
and the second beam, of frequenciesv1 andv2 such that
v15v01d and v25v02d, so 2v05v11v2 @see Fig.
2~a!#. Fringes resulting from the interference ofv1 andv0
oscillate rapidly at the difference frequencyd, and they
wash away, averaging to a uniform background. Thus
normal-resolution image disappears. Provided that the
quenciesv0 , v1 , andv2 are coherently related, the supe
resolution fringes are stationary and do not wash aw
More extensive theoretical considerations can be found
Ref. 5. The actual fringe pattern from that article is al
shown in Fig. 2~b!. A slightly different approach utilizing
entangled photons, suggested in Ref. 6, also could do
the spatial resolution.

The goal of this paper is to experimentally verify th
concept initially proposed in Ref. 5. Our choice of tw
photon sensitive medium was Kodak commercial fi
~Catalog No. 198 7874!. It is a blue-sensitive material~de-
signed for one-photon absorption between 350 and
nm!.7 A typical size of a single grain is 5 to 10mm. Two-
photon exposure of that type of medium has been ex
sively investigated elsewhere.2 The radiation source in ou
1729© 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Korobkin and Yablonovitch: Twofold spatial resolution . . .
experiments was a Ti:sapphire laser system~Spectra-
Physics Tsunami! pumped by 10 W of 532-nm radiatio
from a Millennia X laser. The output parameters of t
Ti:sapphire laser were: 80-fs single pulse duration, 82-M
repetition rate, 0.6-W average output power, 790-nm c
tral wavelength. To make sure that only 790-nm radiat
was present in the output beam and to cut off possible b
and green light, a RG color filter was placed near the la
output. Single-pulse parameters at the output of the sys
were'7-nJ energy and 90-kW peak power. The total e
posure time was controlled by a combination of an elec
optic ~Pockels cell! and a mechanical shutter. The electr
optic shutter made it possible to achieve nanosec
switching times; however, its contrast ratio was limited
1 : 200. To make sure that no undesirable radiation w
leaking from the laser, an electromechanical shutter~2-ms
minimum window! was placed after the Pockels cell. Th
two shutters were synchronized with a Stanford Resea
digital delay generator~model DG535!. All experiments
were performed in a darkened room. An additional sm
chamber (20320320 cm) protected the film from stra
light. The exposed film was processed according to Ko
specification.7

The experiment can be divided into two parts. In first w
measured the one- and two-photon absorption parame
of the film. Also we made sure that the radiation intens
of our laser system was strong enough to induce predo
nantly two-photon exposure of the medium, so we co
proceed to the second part—to produce a multifreque
interference pattern.

Fig. 1 (a) Classical two-beam interference. (b) One-photon fringe
pattern. (c) Two-photon fringe pattern.
1730 Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 7, July 2002
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Due to group velocity dispersion~GVD! inside the
Pockels cell, the initial 80-fs pulses were stretched
'600 fs. These broadened pulses were recompressed t
original 80 fs by a conventional prism-pair compresso8

Then the output beam~average powerPav50.6 W, peak
power Ppeak590 kW! was focused onto a 4003250mm
spot~areaS51023 cm2! by 1-m lens, and calibrated expo
sures were made. It turned out that the film saturation
curred at a total exposure time greater than 20ms. Then we
intentionally destroyed the mode-locked mode of operat
of the Ti:sapphire system, making it cw~at the same aver
age output power! and repeated the measurements. The
upon the saturation occurred only after 100ms of total ex-
posure time.

For one-photon absorption the probabilityP(1)

;s (1)I tn, wheres (1) is the cross section of one-photo
absorption,I the peak intensity,t the pulse duration, andn
the number of absorbed pulses. This can be rewritten
P(1);s (1)Etotal, where Etotal is the density of total ab-
sorbed energy. In saturation,P(1)→1, andEtotal reaches its
saturation value (Etotal)sat

(1) . In our case the total absorbe
energy at exposure timetexp5100ms was Pavtexp/S
5(Etotal)sat

(1)560 mJ/cm2. For comparison, at the peak of th
absorption curve~350 nm! the one-photon sensitivity of the
film is ;1 mJ/cm2.2 For the case of two-photon absorptio
its probability is P(2);s (2)I 2tn, wheres (2) is the cross
section for two-photon absorption. This expression also
be simplified, toP(2)5s (2)IE total. In that case the satura
tion parameter is the product of total absorbed energyEtotal

and the peak intensityI of the single pulse. In our experi
ment it wasPpeakPavtexp/S25EtotalI 51.13106 JW/cm4.

Our next step was to build a multifrequency interferom
eter. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The ba
bone of the system is a dispersion-free pulse-shap

Fig. 2 (a) Multifrequency interference. (b) Fringe pattern for multi-
frequency interference (from Ref. 5).
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Korobkin and Yablonovitch: Twofold spatial resolution . . .
apparatus.9 The broadband radiation from the femtoseco
Ti:sapphire laser was reflected by a diffraction grati
~1200 lines/mm! through the positive lens~25-cm focus!,
toward a spectral selector~a mirror with a 3.5-mm hole a
the center!. The central part of the spectrum passed throu
the hole, then through the second lens~also 25-cm focus!,
and finally was recombined into a collimated beam by
second grating~also 1200 lines/mm!. The edge portions o
the spectrum were reflected back and were recombined
a collimated beam by the first grating. The spectral sele
was slightly tilted, which allowed us to separate the
flected and incoming beams. The transmitted beam c
sisted of the radiation with frequencyv0 and the reflected
radiation with frequenciesv1 andv2 . The position and the
diameter of the central hole were chosen such that 2v0

5v11v2 and the average power in the two arms w
equal. The distance between the gratings and the lenses
adjusted such a way that the initial pulse chirp induced
the Pockels cell was compensated. An extra delay line
used to match the time delays in the two arms.

The optical spectrum after passage through the syste
shown in Fig. 4. Since we limited the spectral bandwidth
both arms, the corresponding pulses were inevita
broader~'200 fs each!. The average intensity in each ar
was 100 mW. The two beams were made parallel~1 cm
between them! and then focused onto a single spot (2
3150mm) by a 50-cm lens. The initial distance betwe
the interfering beams and the focal length of the final le
were chosen such a way that the period of the class
interference pattern would be at least 4 times larger than
typical grain size of the film. The fine adjustment of th

Fig. 3 Experimental setup.

Fig. 4 Spectral characteristics of the interferometer.
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delay line was made by inserting a nonlinear crystal at
beam intersection and getting a maximum signal of cro
generated second harmonics.

All optical elements of the system inevitably decrea
the spatial coherence of the radiation, so auxiliary tests
obtain regular interference fringes were performed. We
placed the spectral selector with an ordinary 50% reflect
mirror and made calibrated exposures~so-called system
test!. Since no spectral selection was involved, the pu
duration in those tests was 80 fs. Figure 5 shows the in
sity profile averaged along the fringes over'20 grain
sizes. One can see a set of well-defined interference frin
with 44-mm period. The spatial coherence of the beam w
found to be good enough to create classical interfere
fringes with a 50-cm final focusing lens, so we could pr
ceed with multifrequency exposures. Also, the absence
half-period features indicated that no second-harmonic
diation was generated inside the system.

The frequency selector was reinstalled, and calibra
exposures were taken. Figure 6 shows the intensity pro
of the pattern at 5-ms exposure time. The other experime
tal parameters were: total absorbed energyEtotal

52.7 mJ/cm2, peak intensity I peak53.23107 W/cm2,
I peakEtotal58.63104 WJ/cm4. One can see a set of majo
and minor maxima. The distance between major maxi
~44 mm! corresponds to the classical interference spac
The presence of the minor maxima indicates the doub

Fig. 5 Intensity profile of ordinary interference pattern.

Fig. 6 Intensity profile of multifrequency interference pattern.
1731Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 7, July 2002
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Korobkin and Yablonovitch: Twofold spatial resolution . . .
of spatial frequency due to two-photon absorption. T
maximum possible value of the contrast~ratio of maximum
to minimum intensity! in this configuration is 1.89. In ou
case it is close to 1.07. Such a small value of the cont
probably occurs because the one- and two-photon eff
are in fact comparable to each other. Indeed, estim
show that two-photon absorption is only 1.6 times stron
than single-photon.

To achieve higher intensities, we replaced the 50-cm
nal focusing lens with a 25-cm one and correspondin
decreased the initial distance between arms to 0.5
When we performed the system test~no spectral filtration,
same-frequency beams!, instead of observing regular clas
sical fringes, we obtained no interference pattern at
Changing to the multifrequency setup did not produce
interference pattern either. We have no satisfactory ex
nation of the failure. One of the reasons could be insu
cient spatial coherence of the radiation. Also, insufficie
coherence could be one of the reasons for the low con
in the case of the 50-cm lens.

It is more advantageous to use a low-repetition-r
high-power system similar to one described in Ref. 2. T
total absorbed energyEtotal could be kept well below satu
ration level for single-photon absorption, whereas the
posure of the film would be achieved by a single pulse d
to two-photon absorption. One can estimate that for a 1
pulse focused onto a 131-mm spot, its energy should be i
the range 20 to 50mJ to achieve predominant two-photo
exposure. That can be easily provided by a Ti:sapphire
plifier.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrate
doubling of spatial frequency of the interference patte
using two-photon absorption by Kodak commercial film
The interference pattern was formed by two multip
frequency beams, which interfere with one another to p
duce a stationary image with double spatial resolution.
order to create the multifrequency beams with suitable
rameters, we performed a frequency filtering of broadba
radiation from a mode-locked femtosecond cw Ti:sapph
laser in a dispersion-free pulse shaper. The intensity of
beams was high enough to produce a two-photon expos
However, insufficient spatial coherence of the radiation a
the competition from single-photon processes prevente
from achieving the maximum possible contrast ratio. W
also have estimated the parameters of a laser syste
achieve a two-photon exposure with a single laser puls
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